Technical Information for SIPs eco panels
Panel

U-Value*

Dimensions

Weight

Material

EP69-W

0.40

69mm x 1200mm x 2400mm

42kg

White EPS70

EP69-WL

0.40

69mm x 1200mm x 4800mm

84kg

White EPS70

EP69

0.35

69mm x 1200mm x 2400mm

42kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP69L

0.35

69mm x 1200mm x 4800mm

84kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP119

0.22

119mm x 1200mm x 2400mm

44kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP119L

0.22

119mm x 1200mm x 4800mm

88kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP144

0.19

144mm x 1200mm x 2400mm

47kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP144L

0.19

144mm x 1200mm x 4800mm

94kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP194

0.14

194mm x 1200mm x 2400mm

50kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP194L

0.14

194mm x 1200mm x 4800mm

100kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP219

0.13

219mm x 1200mm x 2400mm

>50kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

EP219L

0.13

219mm x 1200mm x 4800mm

>100kg

Platinum / carbon graphite EPS

*When used with a 60mm clear cavity and 100mm brickwork.
All panels are supplied with a reflective breather membrane as standard to
improve thermal efficiency of the cavity.
All panels can be used for either wall, or roof panels, subject to design and loads.

SIPs eco panels Technical Literature
Construction Manual | Erection Manual
Structural Design Manual
Please visit

www.SIPS.co

Sound Perfomance
SIPs eco panels can be used as a party wall achieving up to 59db
reduction (45db requirement by building control, with 25mm
mineral wool and plasterboard plank to either side)

Fire Performance
Class 1 – When lined with 12.5mm Lafarge plasterboard
Class 0 – When lined with two layers of 12.5mm Lafarge
plasterboard (refer to Construction Manual for full details)

Sips eco panels are manufactured and sold nationally through independent distributors. Your local distributor is
shown in the box above.
Sips eco panels can be used as insulated infill panels where no structural reliability is required or for dwellings.

Third Party Accreditation
BMTRADA Q-Mark Engineered Wood Product Certificate no: EWP-021
BMTRADA Q-Mark Building Systems Certificate no: BSYS-005
a founder
member of

– the voice of the UK SIP industry
Association

SIPs eco panels South Suffolk Business Centre, Alexandra Road, Sudbury, Suffolk CO10 2ZX
Tel: 01787 378567 | Fax: 01787 377622 Email: admin@sipsecopanels.co.uk www.SIPS.co
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For further information, contact your local distributor at...

SIPs

the Future of House Building has arrived

SIPs eco panels
SIPs eco panels easi-wall system and easi-roof system are an advanced yet
affordable pre-insulated form of construction
They are unbelievably strong yet lightweight and are used in place of blockwork
for walls and trusses in the roof
Computer Aided Design (CAD) technology ensures every panel is precision cut,
so they are straight and true and little to no construction waste is created
Incredibly strong, offering high strength and tremendous load carrying capacity
Greater energy efficiency from thinner panels than most of our competitors
Offer a range of panel thicknesses down to 0.13 U-value through walls

	Recyclable, an ODP (Ozone Depletion Potential) of zero and a GWP
(Global Warming Potential) of zero
Our insulation has an A+ Green Guide Rating, is 98% air and 100% recyclable
– will not absorb moisture and is not thermal degradable
Suitable for walls & all roof designs
Off-site technology combined with accuracy & design versatility

SIPs Technology
SIPs (Structural Insulated Panels) have been in use since the
1930s when they were invented in America in an effort to
use timber more efficiently. Since those first houses were
built (some of which are still in use today) SIP technology has
come a long way and has become an established industry
in America with some 42 million square feet of SIP panels
being built in the US in 2009. The market share of SIPs in
the US has grown in each of the past 5 years versus other
forms of construction and has been used in Europe, especially
Northern Europe, far longer than in the UK due to greater
emphasis on keeping the cold outside.
Since SIPs were introduced to the UK in the 1980s, they have
gone from strength to strength (with thousands of SIP houses
now built in the UK) and in 2008 the UK SIP Association was
established – with SIPs eco panels as founder members.

What are SIPs?
SIPs are composite building panels, consisting of a layer of
insulation sandwiched between two layers of structure. In the
case of SIPs eco panels, this is one layer of efficient platinum
insulation (a unique form of Expanded Polystyrene) bonded
to two layers of OSB. The special way that SIPs eco panels
are constructed allows them to perform in a similar way to a
steel I-beam, forming a very strong structural building panel.
SIPs eco panels are far stronger than timber frame construction,
more energy efficient, quicker to erect and provide an air
tight environment making heating and cooling easier and
therefore cheaper.

Benefits & Savings of using SIPs eco panels
•
•

Faster build times
Reduced foundation costs due to lightweight construction and greater
panel strengths
• Outstanding air tightness
• Avoids cold bridging
• Lower fuel bills – potential increased resale value
• Achieve a 30% increase in decibel requirements in party walls
• Faster erection than timber frame – whole house can be erected in as little as 5 days
• Fast delivery service – frames can be delivered within 10 days of design approval
• Roofs
- offer a warm roof construction to most clients – stay warm in winter
and cool in summer
- clear span eaves to eaves and floor to ridge – subject to head
height, giving you a whole new floor area
- many roofs constructed in half a day
•  Pricing benefits, fixed price to help maintain budgets, savings through
onsite insulation costs
• Low site wastage
• Wall & roof panels can be easily cut on site and roof panels plumb cut at
ridge and eaves
• All panels are suitable for any type of wall or roof finish, bricks, tile
hanging, cladding, roof tiles, slate, sedum, lead or zinc
• All types of roofs can use SIPs eco panels, flat, pitched, mansard, vaulted

Attic trusses

Standard trusses

SIPs eco panels roof structure

SIPs eco panels
SIPs eco panels easi-wall and easi-roof systems are a unique form of SIPs, providing a very energy efficient form of
EPS, offering high levels of insulation whilst remaining cost effective (our standard panels can offer u-values as low as
0.13). As well as the well recognised white EPS, SIPs eco panels use a platinum or carbon graphite EPS which helps our
clients achieve even higher levels of insulation than standard white EPS. Panels can be thinner than our competitors
yet achieve lower Uvalues, so you end up with more usable space inside. The platinum or carbon graphite panels cost
20% more to produce than standard white EPS panels, but as part of our support to the environment for the long
term future, we try to offer platinum for the same price. Our platinum panels provide significantly lower U-values
with thinner panel thicknesses than most of our competitors and thicknesses have been specially designed to suit
regularised timber sizes.
With over £1/2 million of new investment recently injected into our factories,
our automated manufacturing process ensures quick and efficient frame
manufacture with prompt deliveries. We can supply frames within 10 days of
an approved order. Our technical team support both those who are new to
SIPs and those who have been using SIPs for some time, whether an individual
building his own house or extension to a major developer. We provide
comprehensive technical literature and using SIPs eco panels can help you
pass your SAP Calculation and Code for Sustainable Homes Assessment as well
as exceeding current Building Regulations.

Who uses and who specifies SIPs eco panels?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many companies recommend SIPs eco panels to all their clients
Many designers and architects make SIPs eco panels their
nominated supplier for the structure once they have seen a
building constructed
Loft conversion companies
Oak frame manufacturers
Garden lodge and home office companies
People building extensions
People requiring a vaulted ceiling
Self builders wanting a fast build and energy efficient home
Housing associations
House boat owners
Insulated infill panels

The Professional View of SIPs eco panels
The Architects
DAY Partnership, Bristol – “All of our designs are bespoke and we try to select the best suited construction and
materials for each individual project. Working with SIPs eco panels design department we are able to optimise the
designs to use the materials to their greatest advantage. A building appears out of the ground in an incredibly short
space of time. Optimising construction is very important when considering budgets and the structurally insulated
panel goes a long way towards this.”
Paul Collinge, Oxford – “SIPs eco panels have shown their flexibility with a complex and award winning design
structure in Oxford. Their benefits have also been appreciated with other prestigious projects.”

The Erector
Darwen Timber, National – “It is reassuring to work with a company who will only use top quality components at
every level. They are constantly aware of new products and incorporate them into the system. The drawings are
clear yet detailed, with every aspect covered including section drawings down to every wall and each individual
panel leaving nothing to be missed. Due to the accuracy of design and quality of manufacture, the panels go
together with ease and simplicity, which means we go from delivery to completion within a short period of time.”

The Project Manager
Steven James Allen Ltd, Essex – “Trades commented on how well put together and solid the frame appeared to
be compared to traditional timber frame. The air tightness results were impressive and the whole build gained
a high scoring EPC rating. With regard to technical support, the service was excellent. The Construction Manual
was particularly helpful and day to day contact when needed was always at hand. I would definitely use SIPs eco
panels again.”

